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The separationist approach to Establishment Clause adjudication
has been under attack ever since it was first announced in 1947.1
Over the last twenty years, however, separationism has faced an on-
slaught of competing theories, such as accommodationism, non-
prefrentialism and a coercion standard. 2 The latest challenger to
separationism is the neutrality theory of evenhanded treatment of re-
ligious and nonreligious entities.3 As described by the Supreme
Court, "programs that neutrally provide benefits to a broad class of
citizens defined without reference to religion are not subject to an Es-
tablishment Clause challenge." 4 Most criticism of the Court's neutral-
ity approach has centered on its application in free exercise cases,
with scholars on both the right and left condemning the abandonment
of strict scrutiny review of government burdens on religious practice. 5

The application of neutrality principles in the Establishment Clause
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context has also elicited criticism from within the Court and the acad-
emy.6 Justice Thomas' sweeping plurality opinion in Mitchell v.
Helms (2000) touting program neutrality as the sine qua non of consti-
tutionality led Justice O'Connor to condemn the "unprecedented
breadth" of the ruling7 and Professor Erwin Chemerinsky to call it "a
radical and unprecedented shift in the law of the Establishment
Clause."8 But a Court majority stepped back from relying solely on
neutrality in Zelman v. Simmons-Harris,9 the Cleveland voucher case,
and all but ignored it as the controlling principle in Locke v. Davey,10

the Washington college scholarship program closed to theology ma-
jors. Still, neutrality is on the ascent, at the expense of separationist
principles, leading some to speculate whether we are witnessing the
"lingering death of separationism" as an organizing principle for
resolving Establishment Clause controversies.1 1

While separationism will likely hold its own against neutrality, 12

a more subversive challenger has arisen-or to be more accurate, has
been resurrected-one that if adopted, would truly represent "a radi-
cal and unprecedented shift in the law of the Establishment
Clause."13 In two recent concurring opinions, Justice Thomas has
thrown down a new/old gauntlet to separationism: federalism. In Elk
River School District v. Newdow, the 2004 Pledge of Allegiance case
decided on standing grounds, Thomas argued "the Establishment
Clause is a federalism provision, which, for this reason, resists incor-

6. See Mitchell, 530 U.S. at 837-40 (O'Connor, J., concurring in the judgment); Id.
at 878-86 (Souter., J., dissenting); Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of Univ. of Va.,
515 U.S. 819, 877-85 (1995) (Souter, J., dissenting); Frank S. Ravitch, A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to Neutrality: Broad Principles, Formalism, and the Establish-
ment Clause, 38 GA. L. REV. 489 (2004); Steven K. Green, Of (Un)Equal Jurisprudential
Pedigree: Rectifying the Imbalance between Neutrality and Separationism, 43 B. C. L.
REV. 1111 (2002); Steven K. Green, The Ambiguity of Neutrality, 86 CORNELL L. REV.
692 (2001); Alan E. Brownstein, Interpreting the Religion Clauses in Terms of Liberty,
Equality, and Free Speech Values B A Critical Analysis of "Neutrality Theory" and
Charitable Choice, 13 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETHICS & PUB. POLY 243 (1999).

7. Mitchell, 530 U.S. at 837.
8. See Erwin Chemerinsky, Neutrality in Establishment Clause Interpretation: A

Potentially Radical Right Turn, in CHURCH-STATE RELATIONS IN CRISIS: DEBATING NEU-
TRALITY 212-13 (Stephen V. Monsma ed., 2002).
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11. See Ira C. Lupu, The Lingering Death of Separationism, 62 GEO. WASH. L. REV.
230 (1994).

12. Laycock, Underlying Unity, supra note 2, at 43; Frederick Mark Gedicks, A
Two-Track Theory of the Establishment Clause, 43 B. C. L. REV. 1071, 1076 (2002).
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poration."1 4 As Justice Thomas went on to explain, the "text and his-
tory of the Establishment Clause strongly suggest that it is a
federalism provision intended to prevent Congress from interfering
with state establishments [of religion.]" 15 Under this approach,

[I]t may well be that state action [in the Establishment
Clause context] should be evaluated on different terms than
similar action by the Federal Government .... Thus, while
the Federal Government may "make no law respecting an es-
tablishment of religion," the States may pass laws that in-
clude or touch on religious matters so long as those laws do
not impede free exercise rights or any other individual relig-
ious liberty interest. 16

Thomas' call for a federalism constraint on the application of the
Establishment Clause is not new and not necessarily tied to the Rehn-
quist Court's federalism revival involving the Commerce Clause and
Tenth and Eleventh Amendments.1 7 Ever since the Court incorpo-
rated the Establishment Clause in 1947,18 critics have charged that
freedom from religious establishments does not constitute an individ-
ual liberty interest protected by the due process clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment.' 9 Some have gone further to argue that rather
than intending for the Establishment Clause to forbid a host of gov-
ernment practices "respecting an establishment of religion," the fram-
ers consciously designed the clause to leave the then existing state
religious establishments intact. As such, according to one critic's writ-
ing in 1954, the First Amendment "is not only an express guarantee of
personal religious freedom against the threat of federal action, but
also an application of the principle of federalism .... The two [relig-
ion] clauses together were intended to remove the subject of religion
completely from the federal competence." 20

14. Elk River Sch. Dist. v. Newdow, 124 S. Ct. 2301, 2328 (2004) (Thomas, J., con-
curring in the judgment).

15. Id. at 2330.
16. Zelman, 536 U.S. at 679 (Thomas, J., concurring).
17. See United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995); Printz v. United States, 521

U.S. 898 (1997); Florida Prepaid Postsecondary Educ. Expense Bd. v. Coll. Sav. Bank,
527 U.S. 627 (1999); United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000).

18. See Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
19. See Corwin, supra note 1, at 19; Joseph M. Snee, Religious Disestablishment

and the Fourteenth Amendment, 1954 WASH. UNIV. L.Q. 371; WILBER G. KATZ, RELIGION
AND AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONS 9 (1964); MARK DEWOLF HOwE, THE GARDEN AND THE
WILDERNESS: RELIGION AND GOVERNMENT IN AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY 19-20
(1965).

20. Snee, supra note 19, at 389. "[The framers] feared, not only federal interfer-
ence with individual religious freedom, but also federal interference with state estab-
lishments or quasi-establishments then existing. To them, there was a danger of such
interference with state sovereignty by affirmative federal action to establish a national
religion, or by negative action disestablishing state establishments." Id. at 406.
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The popularity of the federalism argument waned under the
weight of subsequent Establishment Clause holdings. In the second
school prayer case, a dissenting Justice Stewart half-heartedly as-
serted: "the Establishment Clause was primarily an attempt to insure
that Congress not only would be powerless to establish a national
church but would also be unable to interfere with existing state estab-
lishments."2 1 But by then, Stewart stood alone in his belief, with Jus-
tice Brennan replying that the argument was coming too late in the
day and had been rendered irrelevant by the passage of the Four-
teenth Amendment. 2 2 Still, the argument lingered throughout the
1960s and 1970s. In a 1978 monograph popular in conservative cir-
cles, Michael Malbin reviewed the various proposals for the Establish-
ment Clause and concluded that the final language selected-"a law
respecting an establishment of religion"-was designed to prohibit
Congress from passing law that would affect the religious establish-
ments in the states.2 3

While stressing the federalism aspect to the Establishment
Clause, all of these earlier critiques acknowledged that the framers
likely believed the clause served other purposes, such that federalism
was only one of several possible understandings. 24 Scholars who oth-
erwise supported the Court's separationist holdings also conceded
that, based on the existence of state establishments in 1789, federal-
ism considerations likely informed the framers' thinking.2 5 However,

21. See Sch. Dist. St. Abington Township v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 309-10 (1963)
(Stewart, J., dissenting).

22. Id. at 254 (Brennan, J., concurring).
It has been suggested, with some support in history, that absorption of the
First Amendment's ban against congressional legislation respecting an estab-
lishment of religion is conceptually impossible because the Framers meant the
Establishment Clause also to foreclose any attempt by Congress to disestablish
the existing official state churches. Whether or not such was the understand-
ing of the Framers ... are questions not dispositive of our present inquiry....
Any such objective of the First Amendment, having become a historical anach-
ronism by 1868, cannot be thought to have deterred the absorption of the Es-
tablishment Clause .... [Tihe Fourteenth Amendment created a panoply of
new federal rights for the protection of citizens of the various states. And
among those rights was freedom from such state governmental involvement in
the affairs of religion as the Establishment Clause had originally foreclosed on
the part of Congress.

Id.
23. See MICHAEL J. MALBIN, RELIGION AND POLITICS: THE INTENTIONS OF THE Au-

THORS OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT 15 (1978) (arguing that the chosen language "prohibits
Congress from passing laws with respect to an establishment of religion," and was "de-
signed to satisfy people from states, such as Massachusetts, that did have established
churches.").

24. See HowE, supra note 19, at 29; Snee, supra note 19, at 389.
25. See LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAw §14-3, at 1161 (2d ed.

1988); Douglas Laycock, A Survey of Religious Liberty in the United States, 47 OHIO ST.
L.J. 409, 416 (1986); William Van Alstyne, Trends in the Supreme Court: Mr. Jefferson's
Crumbling Wall: A Comment on Lynch v. Donnelly, 1984 DuKE L. J. 770, 773.
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in the late 1980s, a new round of federalism critiques arose, only this
time the authors made claims that federalism represented the sole or
overriding consideration of those who drafted the Establishment
Clause. Professor Daniel Conkle, after tracing the disparate views in
the various new states toward church-state relationships, asserted the
following:

[Gliven this widespread and deep division, how could Con-
gress and the ratifying state legislatures have reached agree-
ment on the Establishment Clause? It was supported, after
all, both by separationists and by those who were committed
to programs of state-sponsored religion. These various politi-
cal actors simply could not have agreed on a general principle
governing the relationship of religion and government . . .
What united the representatives of all the states, both in
Congress and in the ratifying legislatures, was a much more
narrow purpose: to make it plain that Congress was not to leg-
islate on the subject of religion, thereby leaving the matter of
church-state relations to the individual states. This purpose
honored the anti-establishment policies of states such as Vir-
ginia, but it also protected the existing state establishments
from congressional interference. The appropriate breadth-
or at least the appropriate phrasing-of the Establishment
Clause was a matter that received considerable attention in
the First Congress, but primarily as an issue concerning the
appropriate means for effecting a policy of federalism on ques-
tions of church and state.26

Professor Gerard Bradley made a similar argument: that the final
language of the religion clauses "tracked the federalist view that Con-
gress had no enumerated authority over religion in the first place, as
well as the basic anti-federalist endeavor to preserve existing state
constitutional regimes from intermeddling federal legislation."2 7 In
essence, according to this argument, the only point of consensus
among these disparate interests was one of federalism: to exclude fed-
eral authority over all religious matters, leaving all regulation, pro
and con, to the states. 28 Moreover, due to the impossibility of consen-
sus on a meaning among the framers, the clause lacks a substantive
quality-that it is primarily if not solely a jurisdictional device. This
latter theme was subsequently developed by two prominent scholars,
Steven Smith and Akhil Amar, whose books in the mid-1990s reinvig-
orated the federalism issue. According to Smith, "[t]he religion
clauses were understood as a federalist measure, not as the enactment

26. Daniel 0. Conkle, Toward a General Theory of the Establishment Clause, 82
Nw. U. L. Rev. 1113, 1133-34 (1988) (emphasis added).

27. GERARD V. BRADLEY, CHURCH-STATE RELATIONSHIPS IN AMERICA 92 (1987).
28. Conkle, supra note 26, at 1133-34.
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of any substantive principle of religious freedom."29 Amar concurs
that "as originally written, [the Establishment Clause] stood as a pure
federalism provision... [Tihe clause was utterly agnostic on the sub-
stantive issue of establishment; it simply mandated that the issue be
decided state by state and that Congress keep its hands off, that Con-
gress make no law respecting the vexed question." 3 °

The implications of this critique are obvious. Most immediately,
it suggests that the search for an inherent meaning to the Establish-
ment Clause is fruitless, "foreordained to failure" to use Steven
Smith's phrase.3 1 And, it follows, if there is no substantive meaning
to the Establishment Clause, then all of the Court's church-state hold-
ings, at least those where the Court has relied on a historical interpre-
tation of the clause, lack legitimacy. A few critics also insist that
incorporation of the Establishment Clause should be rolled back,
along with many of the Court decisions restricting state practices sup-
porting religion. 3 2 "[A]bandoning [incorporation] would certainly give
the states far more latitude to acknowledge, accommodate, and pro-
mote religion than current doctrine allows."33 And potentially, "[i]f
the Establishment Clause were not applied to the states, states would
ostensibly be free to establish a state church or to give aid or prefer-
ence to a particular religion."34 While a tax assessment for Southern
Baptists in Texas would likely succumb to an equal protection or free
exercise challenge, let alone to state nonestablishment provisions, 3 5

there would be no federal bar to official acknowledgments of religion,

29. STEVEN D. SMITH, FOREORDAINED FAILURE: THE QUEST FOR A CONSTITUTIONAL

PRINCIPLE OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM 30 (Oxford University Press 1995). "[Tlhe religion
clauses were purely jurisdictional in nature; they did not adopt any substantive right or
principle of religious freedom." Id. at 17.

30. AKHIL REED AMAR, THE BILL OF RIGHTS: CREATION AND RECONSTRUCTION 246
(1998). See also James J. Knicely, "First Principles" and the Misplacement of the "Wall
of Separation": Too Late in the Day for a Cure?, 52 DRAKE L. REV. 171, 174 (2004);
DANIEL L. DRIESBACH, THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE WALL OF SEPARATION BETWEEN

CHURCH AND STATE 61 (2002); Kurt T. Lash, The Second Adoption of the Establishment
Clause: The Rise of the Nonestablishment Principle, 27 ARiz. ST. L. J. 1085, 1089-92
(1995); William K. Lietzau, Rediscovering the Establishment Clause: Federalism and the
Rollback of Incorporation, 39 DEPAUL L. REV. 1191, 1198-1201 (1990).

31. See SMITH, supra note 29.
32. See Newdow, 124 S. Ct. at 2328 (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment) ("I

would acknowledge that the Establishment Clause is a federalism provision, which, for
this reason, resists incorporation."). Lietzau, supra note 30, at 1193; Knicely, supra
note 30, at 225; Note, Rethinking the Incorporation of the Establishment Clause: A Fed-
eralist View, 105 HARv. L. REV. 1700 (1992).

33. Rethinking Incorporation, supra note 32, at 1715.
34. Knicely, supra note 30, at 220.
35. See TEX. CONST. art. I, § 6: "no preference shall ever be given by law to any

religious society or mode of worship."; TEx. CONST. art. I, § 7: "No money shall be appro-
priated or drawn from the Treasury for the benefit of any sect, or religious society, theo-
logical or religious seminary, nor shall property belonging to the State be appropriated
for any such purposes."
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nonsectarian school prayer, or many forms of nonpreferential aid to
religion. The Texas Legislature could declare the Southern Baptist
faith the "official" or preferred religion of Texas, provided it did not
compel its adherence. 36

While not all federalism critics call for unincorporation, most ar-
gue that the historical record indicates that the framers believed the
states should have leeway in their own church-state relationships,
such that rights could take on different meanings vis-A-vis the federal
and state governments. Like Justice Thomas, they insist that states
should be able to fashion funding and other supportive relationships
with religious institutions, constrained only by free exercise or equal
protection interests.3 7 States and locales would be able to fashion
laws and policies to satisfy the religious preferences of the prevailing
majorities while allowing for greater experimentation in education
and public benefits programs. 38 Separationism, if it continued to exist
as a concept, would be up to each state.

This article takes issue with this federalism interpretation of the
Establishment Clause. Although the ultimate phrasing of the Estab-
lishment Clause may indicate the presence of federalism concerns,
such was not primary or overriding impetus behind the call for or
drafting of the First Amendment. Rather, the Establishment Clause
reflects broad substantive values upon which a majority of early
Americans could agree. While those who drafted and ratified the Es-
tablishment Clause may have disagreed over the precise meaning of
"nonestablishment" and its day to day application to issues such as
days of Thanksgiving or Sabbath laws (in the same way that modern
observers diverge over issues such as vouchers and the public posting
of the Ten Commandments), they shared common, broad ideals that
found their way into the language of the First Amendment: freedom of
conscience; no compelled support of religion; no delegation of govern-
ment authority to religious institutions; and equal treatment of all
sects. To be sure, federalism was an issue in the drafting of the Estab-
lishment Clause, but primarily in the sense that all of the proposed
amendments reflected a shared desire to limit the powers of the gen-
eral government vis-A-vis the states. Nevertheless, an amendment to
restrict federal power by prohibiting a national church or federal in-

36. Another manifestation of this federalism trend, although not tied directly to
the Establishment Clause and producing an opposite result, is the outcome in Locke v.
Davey, 540 U.S. 712 (2004), where the Court held that "we have long said that there is
play in the joints between [the religion clauses]" that provides state flexibility in legis-
lating on religious matters. Id. at 718 (quoting Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. 664, 669
(1970)). Thus a greater emphasis on federalism may allow states to provide greater
guarantees of separation of church and state.

37. Zelman, 536 U.S. at 679; Newdow, 124 S. Ct at 2330.
38. Rethinking Incorporation, supra note 32, at 1715.
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volvement in religious matters is not the same thing as an amend-
ment designed to preserve state establishments. Because
disestablishment was the clear trend among the states, and those few
states that maintained financial support for religion did not view their
arrangements as "religious establishments," there was little reason
for the drafters to secure state establishments through the First
Amendment. Thus, the federalism aspect to the Establishment
Clause has been overstated; by far, the clause is not "purely jurisdic-
tional in nature."3 9

Part I of this article reviews the argument that federalism pro-
vides the primary or sole explanation for the Establishment Clause.
Part II then examines the status of church-state relationships at the
time of the ratification of the Constitution and the various concerns of
federalists and anti-federalists, along with the anti-federalists' calls
for constitutional amendments. The third part of the article examines
the drafting of the First Amendment itself and seeks to place the fed-
eralism aspect in its proper context. The article concludes with re-
marks about the futility of searching for any precise, original
understanding of the Establishment Clause.

I. FEDERALISM AS THE BASIS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT
CLAUSE

The most complete articulation of the federalism argument is
found in a 1954 law review article by Professor Joseph Snee,40 written
shortly after the Court's decisions in Everson v. Board of Education
and McCollum v. Board of Education,4 1 the latter case reaffirming in-
corporation while striking a local school district policy of "release
time" for children to attend religious instruction. 4 2 The ink from Jus-
tice Black's pens was still not dry, and reversing the "error" of Estab-
lishment Clause incorporation still seemed achievable. The thrust of
Snee's article thus dealt as much with the illogic of using due process
liberty to incorporate non-establishment, "a political duty rather
than.., a constitutional right," as with the clause's inherent states-
rights quality. 43

39. SMITH, supra note 29, at 17. See DEREK H. DAVIS, RELIGION AND THE CONTINEN-
TAL CONGRESS, 1774-89 (2002) (Noting that the remaining states ultimately disestab-
lished. "In this regard, Steven Smith's argument that the framers of the Constitution
offered no substantive principle of religious liberty, leaving to the states complete au-
thority over religion, breaks down. There were substantive principles enunciated in the
religion clauses, disestablishment being the primary one, and so compelling was its
merits that the states eventually, without exception, adopted it").

40. See Snee, supra note 19, at 373-94.
41. 333 U.S. 203 (1948)
42. Everson, 330 U.S. at 9; McCollum v. Bd. of Educ., 333 U.S. 203, 210-11 (1948).
43. Snee, supra note 19, at 373.
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According to Snee (and later critics), the argument for federalism
rests on three factors. The most salient fact for the federalism argu-
ment is that at the time of ratification and the subsequent drafting of
the First Amendment (1787-89), six or seven states maintained relig-
ious establishments: Connecticut, Georgia, Massachusetts, Maryland,
New Hampshire, South Carolina, and Vermont. 44 It was therefore
unlikely that the newly elected representatives and senators from
those states would have supported a constitutional amendment that
would have authorized federal authority to oversee or abolish these
existing state establishments. According to Daniel Conkle and Steven
Smith, the only point of consensus between those who were "commit-
ted to programs of state-sponsored religion" and those who, like
Thomas Jefferson, believed that religion should be supported volunta-
rily, was to remove all authority from the federal government over re-
ligious matters, both internally and externally as it affected state
establishments.

4 5

Although this argument rests on the questionable assumption
that elected representatives would never adopt positions inconsistent
with their respective states' interests, it finds support in the House of
Representatives debate over the phrasing of the First Amendment. 4 6

As some have interpreted the debate, representatives from pro-estab-
lishment states expressed concerns about the scope of the proposed
non-establishment principle and succeeded in securing limiting lan-
guage.4 7 Initially, the House accepted language offered by Samuel
Livermore of New Hampshire-similar to that proposed by the New
Hampshire ratifying convention,48 that provided that "Congress shall
make no laws touching religion, or infringing the rights of con-
science." 49 Livermore proposed this phrasing after Benjamin Hunt-
ington of Massachusetts had expressed concerns that a broadly
worded Establishment Clause could be interpreted as preventing fed-
eral courts from enforcing claims for financial obligations in "support

44. See LEONARD W. LEvy, THE ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE: RELIGION AND THE FIRST

AMENDMENT 25-62 (1986).
45. Conkle, supra note 26, at 1133; SMITH, supra note 29, at 21-22.
46. The House debates are found in 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 757-59 (Joseph Gales ed.,

1789). No records of a Senate debate exist.
47. Madison's original language proposed "[Tihe civil rights of none shall be

abridged on account of religious belief or worship, nor shall any national religion be
established, nor shall the full and equal rights of conscience be in any manner, or on any
pretext, infringed." Id. at 451. Before being considered by the House on August 15,
1789, the committee on style, of which Madison was a member, revised the language to
provide that "no religion shall be established by law, nor shall the equal rights of con-
science be infringed." Id. at 757.

48. See THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS: THE DAFTs, DEBATES, SOURCES, AND ORI-

GINS 12 (Neil H. Cogan ed., 1997) [hereinafter THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS].
49. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 759 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789).
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of ministers, or building of places of worship."50 According to Profes-
sor Snee, "[u]nderlying the objection expressed by Huntington ... was
doubtless fear that, while the amendment proposed would prevent
Congress from establishing a national religion, it did not expressly
preclude Congress from forbidding state religious establishments of
the kind then existing in several states."5 1 In this context, "touching"
or "respecting" as the final language provides, implies a total lack of
federal authority over religious matters, including those arrange-
ments in operation in the states. Although the word "touching" was
omitted in the final House version and the language further modified
through Senate deliberations, 52 the ultimate version that emerged
from the joint conference committee read: "Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free ex-
ercise thereof," reflecting an apparent victory for those concerned
about preserving state establishments. 53

Support for a federalism interpretation is found in other contem-
poraneous events and documents. During the state ratifying conven-
tions of 1787-88, anti-federalists voiced objections (arguably
inconsistently) to the prohibition on religious tests for federal office
holding in the new Constitution and its lack of a Bill of Rights with a
guarantee of religious freedom. 54 The arguments were not completely
specious (although anti-federalists frequently raised their complaints

50. Id. at 758.
51. Snee, supra note 19, at 385.
52. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 796 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789); 1 SENATE JOURNAL 70 (Sept.

3, 1789).
53. "If respecting imputes anything new, it is, as some commentators have argued,

a return to the Livermore formula by preventing Congress from interfering with ex-
isting state establishments. The amalgam perhaps intended was that the national gov-
ernment may neither effect an establishment nor interfere with states that do."
BRADLEY, supra note 27, at 95.

54. See Herbert J. Storing, Letter from the Yeomanry of Massachusetts, Massachu-
setts Gazette, Jan, 25, 1788, in 4 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST 232 (1981) ("1st.
There is no bill of rights in it. 2d. Although different religions are allowed to set in
Congress, yet there is no liberty given to the people to perform religious worship accord-
ing to the dictates of their consciences. 3d. There is a door opened for the Jews, Turks,
and Heathen to enter into publi[c] office, and be seated at the head of the government of
the United States"). See also comments of Henry Abbot, North Carolina Convention,
July 30, 1788, in 4 THE DEBATES IN THE SEVERAL STATE CONVENTIONS ON THE ADOPTION

OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION 191-92 (Jonathan Elliot ed., 2d ed. 1836) [hereinafter
ELLIO'S DEBATES] ("[Tihey wish to know if their religious and civil liberties be secured
under this system, or whether the general government may not make laws infringing
their religious liberties .... They suppose that if there be no religious test required,
pagans, deists, and Mahometans might obtain offices among us, and that the senators
and representatives might all be pagans"); THOMAS J. CURRY, THE FroST FREEDOMS:
CHURCH AND STATE IN AMERICA TO THE PASSAGE OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT 195-96
(1986).
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not to perfect the Constitution but to bring about its defeat).55 The
negative inference of the religious test ban was that Congress pos-
sessed inherent authority to impose other religious requirements,
while the necessary and proper clause and the taxing power suggested
hidden federal authority to raise religious taxes. In defense of the
Constitution, and in opposition to the anti-federalists' proposals, fed-
eralists such as Governor Edmund Randolph and James Madison of
Virginia and James Iredell of North Carolina asserted the absence of
any national power not enumerated in the text itself. In response to
complaints by Patrick Henry, Governor Randolph remarked: "It has
been said that, if the exclusion of the religious test were an exception
from the general power of Congress, the power over religions would
remain. I inform those who are of this opinion, that no power is given
expressly to Congress over religion."5 6

James Madison expressed similar views on the lack of federal au-
thority over religious matters, stating: "[tihere is not a shadow of right
in the federal government to intermeddle with religion. Its least inter-
ference [with religion] could be a most flagrant usurpation."5 7 While
Madison could simply have been asserting a lack of federal power over
national religious matters rather than a lack of authority over state
religious laws, other federalists were more explicit in their remarks
about the federalism limitations to the Constitution. James Iredell,
later to become justice of the Supreme Court, replied to concerns that
the federal religious test ban could be enforced on state governments:

They [Congress] certainly have no authority to interfere
in the establishment of any religion whatsoever, and I am as-
tonished that any gentleman should conceive they have. Is
there any power given to Congress in matters of religion?
Can they pass a single act to impair our religious liberties? If
they could, it would be a just cause of alarm.

Had Congress undertaken to guarantee religious free-
dom, or any particular species of it, they would then have had
a pretence to interfere in a subject they have nothing to do
with. Each state, so far as the clause in question does not
interfere, must be left to the operation of its own principles. 58

In addition to such statements, the federalism interpretation
finds support from the ambivalent attitudes of the federalists toward
the proposed amendments, including the religious amendments. The

55. See LEONARD W. LEVY, JUDGMENTS: ESSAYS ON AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HIS-
TORY 172-76 (1972).

56. 3 ELLIOT'S DEBATES, supra note 54, at 204.
57. Id. at 330.
58. 4 ELLIOT'S DEBATES, supra note 54, at 194-95.
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fact that the federalists supported the amendments out of political ex-
pediency to avoid a new constitutional convention adds weight to the
argument that they, including James Madison, had little interest in
the substance of the amendments, provided they assuaged anti-feder-
alist's concerns. 59 This is demonstrated by Madison's willingness to
accede to almost any language during the House debate, provided
some measure passed. 60 After all, federalists like Madison and Alex-
ander Hamilton believed (or professed) that the enumeration of pow-
ers in the Constitution rendered any express bans on nonexistent
federal power superfluous. "Why declare that things shall not be done
which there is no power to do?" asked Hamilton in Federalist No. 84.61

Also, Madison doubted the efficacy of declarations or bills of rights,
expressing greater concern over the power of popular majorities than
the overreaching of the national government. 62 At a minimum, it is
argued, this indicates that the federalist supporters of the First
Amendment were unconcerned about its exact language or, by impli-
cation, its substance.

Finally, the federalism interpretation gains support from later ac-
tions and statements by various framers indicating their view that the
federal government had no authority over state religious matters, in-
cluding the existing state arrangements. 63 It is particularly signifi-
cant that some of these statements come from Madison and Jefferson,
the framers most commonly relied by the Court on for a substantive
understanding of non-establishment (and the strongest proponents of
separation of church and state). In 1798 and 1799, Jefferson and
Madison authored the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions, respec-

59. BRADLEY, supra note 27, at 88-89.
60. See 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 758 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789), stating:
Mr. Madison said, he apprehended the meaning of the words to be, that Con-
gress should not establish a religion, and enforce the legal observation of it by
law, nor compel men to worship God in any manner contrary to their con-
science. Whether the words are necessary or not, he did not mean to say, but
they had been required by some of the State Conventions, who seemed to enter-
tain an opinion that under the clause of the constitution, which gave power to
Congress to make all laws necessary and proper to carry into execution the
constitution, and the laws under it, enabled them to make laws of such a na-
ture as might infringe the rights of conscience, and establish a national
religion.

Id.
61. "I go further and affirm that bills of rights ... are not only unnecessary in the

proposed Constitution but would even be dangerous. They would contain various excep-
tions to powers not granted; and, on this very account, would afford a colorable pretext
to claim more than were granted. For why declare that things shall not be done which
there is no power to do?" THE FEDERALIST PAPERS No. 84, at 513 (Alexander Hamil-
ton)(Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961) [hereinafter FEDERALIST].

62. See James Madison to Thomas Jefferson, Oct. 17, 1788, in 1 THE REPUBLIC OF
LETTERS: THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THOMAS JEFFERSON AND JAMES MADISON,
1776-1826, 562-66 (James Morton Smith ed., 1995).

63. BRADLEY, supra note 27, at 97-117; AmAR, supra note 30, at 34-35.
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tively, to protest the Alien and Sedition laws.6 4 In arguing that Con-
gress had exceeded its authority and infringed on free speech and
press protections, both Jefferson and Madison analogized to the relig-
ion clauses, arguing that regulation of speech, the press and religion
were matters left to the states. 65 Later, while serving as president,
Jefferson replied to an inquiry about his refusal to issue Thanksgiving
proclamations in which he indicated a view that the First Amendment
did not proscribe state establishments:

I consider the government of the Untied States as inter-
dicted by the Constitution from intermeddling with religious
institutions, their doctrines, discipline, or exercises. This re-
sults not only from the provision that no law shall be made
respecting the establishment or free exercise of religion, but
from that also which reserved to the States the powers not
delegated to the United States. Certainly, no power to pre-
scribe any religious exercise or to assume authority in relig-
ious discipline, has been delegated to the General
Government. It must then rest with the States, as far as it
can be in any human authority.66

Considered together, this evidence presents a persuasive case
that the framers held a limited view of federal authority over religious
matters, including those church-state relations existing in the states.
It also is apparent that the framers believed that regulation of relig-
ious matters would remain the purview of state governments.

That the drafters of the First Amendment were concerned about
limiting federal power is hardly profound; the entire purpose of the
Bill of Rights was to limit federal authority in relation to individual
and state's rights. It is an entirely different question whether the
framers were also of the opinion that: (1) the Establishment Clause
had no additional meaning other than that of federalism; or (2) that

64. See Snee, supra note 19, at 390-91.
65. See 4 ELLIOT'S DEBATES, supra note 54, 540-45 (Kentucky resolutions) ("Re-

solved.... that no power over the freedom of religion, freedom of speech, or freedom of
the press, being delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it
to the states, all lawful powers respecting the same did of right remain, and were re-
served to the states, or to the people")'; Id. at 577 (Virginia resolutions) ("Both of these
rights, the liberty of conscience, and of the press, rest equally on the original ground of
not being delegated by the Constitution, and consequently withheld from the [federal]
government .... Any construction or argument, then, which would turn the amendment
into a grant or acknowledgment of power, with respect to the press, might be equally
applied to the freedom of religion").

66. Jefferson to Rev. Samuel Miller, Jan. 23, 1808, in 5 THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS
JEFFERSON 236-38 (H.A. Washington ed., 1853).
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they intended the Establishment Clause to protect and preserve the
existing state establishments. 67

The federalism interpretation wrongfully assumes that because
the anti-federalists were obsessed with limiting national powers gen-
erally and restricting the ability of the federal government to interfere
in state matters, those concerns extended equally to religious matters.
As addressed in the next section, absent a handful of examples to the
contrary, the vast majority of calls for a religious provision in the fed-
eral constitution centered on protecting rights of conscience and en-
suring sect equality, not on securing existing state religious
establishments. In addition, as noted, the federalism argument relies
on the syllogism that the drafters of the religion clauses would have
needed to reach consensus on the meaning of non-establishment, and
that due to the diversity of opinion, the only possible point of agree-
ment was on limiting federal power over the states.68 However, this
argument exempts the First Amendment from the normal legislative
deliberative process through which laws regularly are supported and
enacted for a variety of reasons, that lack of consensus is a common
aspect of successful lawmaking.6 9 It is sufficient that the various
drafters shared broad, general ideals about religious liberty and how
nonestablishment facilitated those ideals. Whether the drafters
agreed on a central understanding of the Establishment Clause is not
necessary to give the clause meaning.

II. THE STATUS OF CHURCH-STATE RELATIONSHIPS AT
THE TIME OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE
CONSTITUTION

A. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT

As mentioned, the federalism argument relies in large measure
on the "fact" that six or seven states maintained religious establish-
ments at the time of the ratification of the Constitution and drafting of
the First Amendment. Members of Congress from those states would
not have agreed to any provision that could have been used to force
changes to those existing church-state arrangements. Moreover, it is
unlikely that federalist leaders like Madison, having experienced the
controversy during ratification over the national ban on religious tests
and seeking expedited approval of the new amendments, would have

67. See Newdow, 124 S. Ct. at 2331 (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment)
("[Ilncorporation . . . would prohibit precisely what the Establishment Clause was in-
tended to protect -state establishments of religion").

68. SMITH, supra note 29, at 21-22; Conkle, supra note 26, at 1132-35.
69. See ABNER J. MIKVA & ERIC LANE, AN INTRODUCTION TO STATUTORY INTERPRE-

TATION AND THE LEGISLATWVE PROCESS 30-31 (2d ed. 2002).
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fashioned any measure likely to garner opposition from a large num-
ber of states.

The problem with this interpretation is that it imposes a modern
view of what constitutes an establishment on the historical record and
fails to take into account the diversity of practices that existed within
the various states. Federalism advocates wrongfully assume that be-
cause the practices in the early state establishments are inconsistent
with modern concepts of non-establishment, late eighteenth century
observers viewed them as similarly inconsistent. Federalism advo-
cates also wrongfully dismiss the degree of consensus that existed
among post-Revolutionary Americans about liberty of conscience and
religious equality, ideals that conflicted with enforced religious
assessments.

The vast majority of Americans during the late eighteenth cen-
tury, not those living solely in states with establishments, believed
that religion was essential for the preservation of civil society because
it instilled morals and virtue in the people while providing for a stable
social order. 70 Some people also believed that government should pro-
vide financial support of religious institutions to advance these
goals.7 1 As Yale president Timothy Dwight would later remark in ar-
guing on behalf of Connecticut's religious establishment: "no free gov-
ernment has ever existed for any time without the support of religion
.... But religion cannot exist, and has never existed for any length of
time, without public worship."72 Madisonians and religious dissenters
would have disagreed with the latter statement about public support
of religion, believing that religion should be funded voluntarily, but
would have generally embraced the former sentiment about the im-
portance of religion for civil society. 73

Moreover, Americans throughout the fourteen nascent states
agreed that freedom of religious conscience was an essential right.7 4

70. See Herbert J. Storing, Charles Turner speech at the Massachusetts Ratifying
Convention, Feb. 5, 1788, in 4 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST, supra note 54, at 221
("without the prevalence of Christian piety, and morals, the best republican Constitu-
tion can never save us from slavery and ruin"). See also "Essay by Samuel," Jan. 10,
1788, in 4 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST, supra note 54, at 193-94; "Letter by David,"
March 7, 1788, in 4 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST, supra note 54, at 247.

71. THOMAS J. BUCKLEY, CHURCH AND STATE IN REVOLUTIONARY VIRGINIA, 1776-
1787, 1-2 (1977).

72. Timothy Dwight, Vindication of the Establishment of the Public Worship of God
by Law, in 4 TRAVELS IN NEW ENGLAND AND NEW YORK 283, 284, 285 (Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press 1969) (1822).

73. See WILLIAM G. McLOUGHLIN, 1 NEW ENGLAND DISSENT, 1630-1833, 605-06
(1971).

74. See VT. CONST. ch. 1, art. III: "[Tihat no man ought, or of right can be compelled
to attend any religious worship, or erect or support any place of worship, or maintain
any minister, contrary to the dictates of his conscience." See also BUCKLEY, supra note
71, at 177.
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Even though they congratulated themselves for the freedom they had
achieved over the previous two decades and believed that the new
states provided the utmost protection for liberty conscience, they also
realized how tenuous that right was. 75 Like any generation, their per-
ceptions and confidences were informed by the past, and they feared
that the historical lessons of intolerance and persecution were easily
replicated. 76 Similarly, Americans generally agreed that no religious
sect should receive preferential treatment over others.7 7 While the es-
tablishment of an exclusive state or national religion was unlikely,
Americans worried about the combination of sects or the preferential
treatment of the dominant religion by the powers that be, even under
a system that claimed religious equality.78 Finally, most early Ameri-
cans believed that enforced tax support of one religion or of religion
generally violated rights of conscience. 7 9 As Thomas Curry has writ-

75. See Trench Coxe, Notes Concerning the United States of America, 1790, in 5
FOUNDERS' CONSTITUTION 94 (Philip Kurland ed., 1987) [hereinafter FOUNDERS' CONSI-
TUTION] ("The situation of religious rights in the American states, though also well
known, is too important, too precious a circumstance to be omitted. Almost every sect
and form of Christianity is known here as also the Hebrew church. None are tolerated.
All are admitted, aided by mutual charity and concord, and supported and cherished by
the laws"). See also Herbert J. Storing, An Old Whig, no. 5, in 3 THE COMPLETE ANTI-
FEDERALIST, supra note 54, at 35-36:

The fact is, that human nature is still the same that ever it was: the fashion
indeed changes: but the seeds of superstition, bigotry and enthusiasm, are too
deeply implanted in our minds, ever to be eradicated . . . They are idiots who
trust their future security to the whim of the present hour .... The more I
reflect upon the history of mankind, the more I am disposed to think that it is
our duty to secure the essential rights of the people, by every precaution; for
not an avenue had been left unguarded, through which oppression could possi-
bly enter in any government.

Id.
76. See Herbert J. Storing, A [Maryland] Farmer, no. 7, in 5 THE COMPLETE ANTI-

FEDERALIST, supra note 54, at 105-07 (expressing a concern for religious tyranny based
on history):

Civil and religious liberty are inseparably interwoven-whilst government is
pure and equal-religion will be uncontaminated:-The moment government
becomes disordered, bigotry and fanaticism take root and grow-they are soon
converted to serve the purpose of usurpation, and finally, religious persecution
reciprocally supports and is supported by the tyranny of the temporal powers.

Id.
77. See JAMES MADISON, A MEMORIAL AND REMONSTRANCE $ 4 (circa June 20, 1785)

[hereinafter MEMORIAL AND REMONSTRANCE] (arguing for "equal conditions" and "equal
title to the free exercise of Religion according to the dictates of Conscience"). See also
BUCKLEY, supra note 71, at 177-78.

78. As Madison wrote in 1785, "it is proper to take alarm at the first experiment on
our liberties .... Who does not see that the same authority which can establish Christi-
anity, in exclusion of all other Religions, may establish with the same ease any particu-
lar sect of Christians, in exclusion of all other Sects?" MEMORIAL AND REMONSTRANCE
3. See also FEDERALIST, supra note 61, at 51 (Alexander Hamilton or James Madison)
(discussing the threat posed to liberty by the combination of sects).

79. See MEMORIAL AND REMONSTRANCE, supra note 78, at 1% 3, 4 (arguing that en-
forced assessments violates rights of conscience); VT. CONST. ch. I, art. III: "[Tihat no
man ought, or of right can be compelled to attend any religious worship, or erect or
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ten, by the time of the Constitution, "[tihe belief that government as-
sistance to religion, especially in the form of taxes, violated religious
liberty had a long history."80

The rub was what type of assessment system constituted a viola-
tion of conscience. Following the Revolution, all of the states with as-
sessment systems switched to or reauthorized what are now called
"multiple establishments," where a taxpayer could have his assess-
ment paid to his own church or, as was more common in New En-
gland, to that church chosen by the majority vote of the parish. 8 '
Thus, assessment supporters in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
Hampshire, and Virginia and Vermont prior to 1786 would not have
viewed their systems as violating rights of conscience because no one,
at least in theory, was forced to pay for another's religion.8 2 As Con-
necticut jurist Zephaniah Swift wrote in the 1790s, "[elvery Christian
may believe, worship, and support in such manner as he thinks right,
and if he does not feel disposed to join public worship he may stay at
home as he pleases without any inconvenience but the payment of his
taxes to support public worship in the located society where he
lives."8 3 Smith denied that Connecticut maintained a religious estab-
lishment, which he associated with systems that favored one church
exclusively.

8 4

This is why Jefferson's Act for Establishing Religious Freedom in
Virginia was so path breaking, as he asserted that even to force a man
"to support this or that teacher of his own religious persuasion, is de-
priving him of the comfortable liberty of giving his contributions to the
particular pastor whose morals he would make his pattern."8 5

Madison's Memorial and Remonstrance also made the case for why
multiple establishments violated rights of conscience, convincing Vir-

support any place of worship, or maintain any minister, contrary to the dictates of his
conscience." See Douglas Laycock, 'Nonpreferential' Aid to Religion: a False Claim
about Original Intent, 27 WM & MARY L. REV. 857, 917 (1986).

80. CURRY, supra note 54, at 217. Accord Laycock, supra note 79, at 917, "[T]ax
support for churches was deeply controversial and widely thought inconsistent with re-
ligious liberty").

81. LEVY, supra note 44, at 26; McLoUGHLIN, supra note 73, at 1630-1833.
82. LEVY, supra note 44, at 27. As the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

wrote in upholding a challenge to the state's religious assessment system,
[Tihe first objection seems to mistake a man's conscience for his money, and to
deny the state a right of levying and of appropriating the money of the citizens,
at the will of the legislature, in which they are all represented .... The great
error lies in not distinguishing between liberty of conscience in religious opin-
ions and worship, and the right of appropriating money by the state. The for-
mer is an unalienable right; the latter is surrendered to the state, as the price
of protection.

Barnes v. First Parish in Falmouth, 6 Mass. 401, 408-09 (1810).
83. ZEPHANIAH SwiFT, 1 SYSTEM OF THE LAws IN CONNECTICUT 146 (1791).
84. LEVY, supra note 44, at 42-43; CURRY, supra note 54, at 172-75.
85. 5 FOUNDERS' CONSTITUTION, supra note 75, at 84.
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ginia to join the ranks of North Carolina, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Rhode Island, states that apparently
reached the same conclusion without experiencing nearly as much
angst. The standing order in Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Connecticut, however, were not convinced and viewed their systems of
religious assessments as respecting rights of conscience.8 6 More im-
portant, they did not associate their systems with "religious establish-
ments."8 7 Dissenting faiths in New England-Baptists and Quakers
in particular-strongly disagreed.8 8

Even though only multiple establishments survived the Revolu-
tion, and thus represented the only real threat to liberty of conscience,
when people spoke of "religious establishments" they generally
thought of exclusive establishments as existed in Britain and in Vir-
ginia prior to 1786. As Thomas Curry has documented, even advo-
cates of full disestablishment used the term "establishment" to refer
usually to exclusive systems or those where one church received pref-
erential treatment.8 9 The New England state establishments could
therefore claim with a straight face that their assessment systems
neither were religious establishments nor violated rights of con-
science. As Chief Justice Jedediah Smith of New Hampshire would
declare in 1803:

[A] religious establishment is where the State prescribes
a formulary of faith and worship for the rule and government
of all the subjects. Here the State [does] neither. It is left to
each town and parish, not to prescribe rules of faith or doc-
trine for the members of the corporation but barely to elect a
teacher of religion and morality for the society, who is to be
maintained at the expense of the whole. The privilege is ex-
tended to all denominations. There is no one in this respect
superior or inferior to another. 90

In addition, absent forward-thinkers like Jefferson, Madison,
George Mason and John Leland, most people equated establishments
with religious assessments, but little else. 9 1 Other forms of govern-

86. See Barnes v. First Parish in Falmouth, 6 Mass. 401, 408-09 (1810).
87. See McLoUGHLIN, supra note 73, at 611-12; 616-17 (quoting author "Hierony-

mus" commenting on the new Article III of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights
authorizing religious assessments: "I am not able to find any thing that has the appear-
ances of establishment. All of the various denominations of Protestants are treated
alike").

88. Id. at 616-19; see also Isaac Backus, 1775 Resolution to the Massachusetts As-
sembly, in A HISTORY OF NEW ENGLAND (1774-75) (asserting that requiring Baptists to
pay assessments, even for the support of their own churches, would "wrong our con-
sciences."), reprinted in 5 FOUNDERS' CONSTrruTION, supra note 75, at 65.

89. CURRY, supra note 54, at 209.
90. Muzzy v. Wilkins, 1 SMITH's (N.H.) 1, 9 (1803).
91. CURRY, supra note 54, at 170-74.
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ment support of religion-religious tests for officeholding and oath
taking, Sabbath and blasphemy laws, church incorporation, official
days of thanksgiving-generally were not viewed as attributes of an
establishment.9 2 Even though all states imposed some form of a relig-
ious test for office holding and excluded jurors and witnesses who
could not attest to belief in God and the future state of punishments
and rewards, most people did not see these practices as violating
rights of conscience. 9 3 Only with the federal prohibition on religious
tests did that practice too become an attribute of establishments as
had religious assessments.94

A focus on the fact that six or seven states maintained religious
establishments thus proves too much-and too little. In fact, four of
those states did not maintain establishments in the sense understood
in 1789 as tax support for religious worship. The first Georgia and
Maryland constitutions allowed for religious assessments but neither
state ever instituted a system.9 5 Maryland voters rejected a proposed
assessment in 1785, dooming it forever, while a Georgia law of the
same year apparently never went into effect.96 New constitutions in
Georgia in 1789 and 1798, respectively, removed the religious test for
office holding and abolished all authority for assessments. 97 Although
the 1778 South Carolina declared a "general establishment" of Protes-
tantism, limiting church incorporation and public office holding to
Protestants, it then inconsistently provided that no person could be
compelled to support any religious body. 98 Thus, South Carolina's "es-
tablishment" amounted only to "a method of incorporating churches,
and no church received public tax support."99 Finally, in 1786 Ver-
mont rewrote its constitution of 1777, reaffirming that "no man ought,

92. Id.; DONALD L. DRAKEMAN, CHURCH-STATE CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES: MAKING
SENSE OF THE ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE 57 (1991); McLoUGHLIN, supra note 73, at 605-06.

93. DRAKEMAN, supra note 92, at 57-58.
94. See Herbert J. Storing, "William Penn, no. 2" (1788), in 3 COMPLETE ANTI-FED-

ERALIST, supra note 54, at 12:
[We find it declared in every on of our [state] bill of rights, "that there shall be
a perfect liberty of conscience, and that no sect shall ever be entitled to a pref-
erence over the others." Yet in Massachusetts and Maryland, all the officers of
government, and in Pennsylvania the members of the legislature, are to be of
the Christian religion; in New-Jersey, North-Carolina, and Georgia, the protes-
tant, and in Delaware, the trinitarian sects, have exclusive right to public em-
ployments; and in South-Carolina the constitution goes so far as to declare the
creed of the established church. Virginian and New-York are the only states
where there is a perfect liberty of conscience.

Id.
95. See CURRY, supra note 54, at 152-58; LEVY, supra note 44, at 47-49.
96. CURRY, supra note 54, at 153-56.
97. FANcIs NEWTON THORPE, 2 AMERICA CHARTERS CONSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIC

LAWS 789, 800-01 (1909).
98. CURRY, supra note 54, at 150; LEVY, supra note 44, at 50-51.
99. CURRY, supra note 54, at 150.
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or of right can be compelled to attend any religious worship, or erect or
support any place of worship, or maintain any minister, contrary to
the dictates of his conscience," but omitting the previous contradictory
provision requiring "support" of public worship. 0 0 According to Doug-
las Laycock, "[bly the time of the first amendment, church taxes were
repealed or moribund outside New England, and they were not work-
ing well in the [three] New England states that still tried to collect
them."'0 1

By the time of the drafting of the First Amendment, therefore,
compelled assessments for the support of religion existed in only three
states and, in each case, in the form of nonpreferential, multiple es-
tablishments. Even in those states, religious assessments were un-
evenly enforced.' 0 2 However, as mentioned, representatives from
those states with active assessment systems generally claimed that
their states did not maintain religious establishments because they
were: (1) not exclusive but nonperferential; (2) that public support of
religion was for the benefit of civil society, not religion; and (3) that
their assessment systems did not violate rights of conscience. 10 3 In
fact, only Connecticut officially acknowledged its establishment,
though its officials, like those in Massachusetts and New Hampshire
would have been reticent to admit to one due to the negative connota-
tion the term carried with its association to hated European establish-
ments. 10 4 As such, as the first Congress convened and considered
proposed amendments to the Constitution, there was little reason for
representatives to be concerned about preserving state religious "es-
tablishments" against federal intermeddling.

B. THE DRAFTING OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT

The First Amendment had its genesis in the debate over ratifica-
tion and complaints by anti-federalists that the proposed Constitution
failed to protect freedom of conscience. Some of the anti-federalist
complaints regarding religious issues were merely transparent ruses
to create fears about tyrannical federal authority. 10 5 Other com-

100. 6 THORPE, supra note 97, at 3752; CURRY, supra note 54, at 188-89. Appar-
ently, however, a few Vermont towns continued to raise assessments for the support of
churches and ministers into the 1790s, based on the prior practice. Id. at 189. Accord 2
McLOUGHLIN, supra note 73, at 800-01.

101. Laycock, supra note 79, at 917.
102. Id.; 2 McLOUGHLIN, supra note 73, at 962-64. According to McLoughlin, the

New Hampshire Constitution of 1783 and subsequent law authorizing assessments "did
not require towns to levy taxes for the support of religion; [they] simply said they might
do so 'agreeably to the Constitution.'" Id. at 849-50 (emphasis in original).

103. CURRY, supra note 54, at 174-75, 184; 2 McLOUGHLIN, supra note 73, at 610-11.
104. Laycock, supra note 79, at 906.
105. See LEVY, supra note 55, at 173.
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plaints, however, were more sincere. The anti-federalist essayist "De-
liberator" warned in the Philadelphia Freeman's Journal in February
1788: "Congress may, if they shall think it for the 'general welfare,'
establish uniformity in religion throughout the United States. Such
establishments have been thought necessary, and have accordingly
taken place in almost all the other countries in the world, and will, no
doubt, be thought equally necessary in this." 0 6

Advocates of the federalism interpretation find support in the fact
that political insiders in both the federalist and antifederalist camps
viewed the proposed amendments with indifference. Anti-federalists
raised calls for constitutional amendments primarily to defeat the in-
strument, not to perfect it, while federalists supported the amend-
ments to assuage anti-federalist complaints (and to call their bluff).
Thus, neither side's leaders believed that religious liberty, either na-
tionally or in the states, was under serious threat. According to feder-
alism advocates, this ambivalence toward the First Amendment thus
suggests a lack of interest in the substance of religion clauses, leaving
only the point of agreement being that of limiting federal authority
over state establishments.1 0 7

This argument confuses Madison's and other drafters' ambiva-
lence toward a need for a religious amendment with their commitment
to the fundamental principles represented in the provision. Based on
the 1785 Virginia struggle over religious assessments, there can be no
doubt about Madison's views on religious liberty and nonestablish-
ment or his commitment to the same.' 0 8 Madison's initial ambiva-
lence toward the phrasing of the religion clauses reflects his view that
the provision was unnecessary or ultimately ineffectual, not that he
saw issues of religious equality and freedom of conscience as inconse-
quential. 10 9 While others may have viewed the amendment as ineffec-
tive or as throwing "tubs to a whale," 1 0 their perspective was whether
the amendments would resolve the greater defects of the Constitution,
not whether the underlying principles had no meaning.

As can best be determined from the debates at the various state
ratifying conventions for the Constitution, no delegates expressed con-

106. Storing, Essay by Deliberator, Philadelphia Freeman's Journal, Feb. 20, 1788,
in 3 COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST, supra note 54, at 179.

107. SMITH, supra note 29, at 20-22, 28-30; BRADLEY, supra note 27, at 88-89.
108. See Conkle, supra note 26, at 1134.
109. See Letter from James Madison to Thomas Jefferson (Oct. 17, 1788), in THE

REPUBLIC OF LETTERS: THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THOMAS JEFFERSON AND JAMES

MADISON 1776-1826, supra note 62, at 564 ("[E]xperience proves the inefficacy of a bill
of rights on those occasions when its controul [sic] is most needed. Repeated violations
of these parchment barriers have been committed by overbearing majorities in every
State").

110. See BRADLEY, supra note 27, at 88.
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cerns about preserving existing state establishments from federal en-
croachment (the vague exchange in the North Carolina convention
between Henry Abbot and James Iredell being the only exception)."'
The debate in Massachusetts, which at the time maintained a "slen-
der" establishment, according to John Adams,1 12 is devoid of refer-
ences to its assessment system or a need to protect it from federal
intermeddling. 1 13 The same phenomena exists the recorded debates
in New Hampshire and Connecticut. 1 14 When religious establish-
ments were mentioned, it was usually in conjunction with the Consti-
tution's proposed ban on religious tests for federal office holding. In
this context, the references to establishments were usually critical:

Mr. [Samuel] Spencer [of North Carolina] was an advo-
cate for securing every unalienable right, and that of wor-
shipping God according to the dictates of conscience in
particular. He therefore thought that no one particular relig-
ion should be established. Religious tests, said he, have been
the foundation of persecutions in all countries. 11 5

Oliver Wolcott, delegate to the Connecticut ratifying convention,
made a similarly negative connection between religious tests and
establishments:

For myself, I should be content either with or without
that clause in the Constitution which excludes test laws.
Knowledge and liberty are so prevalent in this country, that I
do not believe that the Untied States would ever be disposed
to establish one religious sect, and lay all others under legal
disabilities. But as we know not what may take place hereaf-
ter, and any such test would be exceedingly injurious to the
rights of free citizens, I cannot think it altogether superfluous
to have added a clause, which secures us from the possibility
of such oppression.116

Whether Wolcott appreciated the difference between exclusive
and multiple establishments or believed that Connecticut's assess-
ment system constituted an establishment is unknown. What does
appear from his statement is that Wolcott: (1) viewed test oaths and
religious establishments as oppressive; (2) believed that religious es-
tablishments were dying out; and (3) expressed no reason to seek pro-
tection for Connecticut's system. The most critical reference to
religious establishments is likely found in a speech by Thomas

111. See LEVY, supra note 55, at 174-77.
112. See Isaac Backus, A History of New England (1774-75), in FOUNDERS' CONSTI-

TUTION, supra note 75, at 65.
113. LEVY, supra note 55, at 175.
114. See generally 2 ELLIOT's DEBATES, supra note 54.
115. 4 ELLIOT'S DEBATES, supra note 54, at 200.
116. 2 ELLIOT'S DEBATES, supra note 54, at 202.
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Tredwell in favor of a bill of rights made at the New York ratifying
convention:

I could have wished also that sufficient caution had been
used to secure to us our religious liberties, and to have pre-
vented the general government from tyrannizing over our
consciences by a religious establishment-a tyranny of all
others most dreadful, and which will assuredly be exercised
whenever it shall be thought necessary for the promotion and
support of their political measures. 11 7

Tredwell's comments affirmed the popular belief that religious es-
tablishments, consisting of forced assessments and religious tests, in-
fringed on rights of religious conscience.

Of the state calls for constitutional amendments to protect indi-
vidual liberties, religious freedom was mentioned less than concerns
about right to trial by jury and freedom of the press. Still, a handful of
state ratifying conventions called for a religious liberty provision, as
did an equal number of minority blocks in the ratifying conventions.
The primary concern expressed was to protect freedom of conscience,
but state delegates and pamphleteers also called for guarantees for
sect equality and against religious establishments. 118 The anti-feder-
alist minority in Maryland proposed "[t]hat there be no national relig-
ion established by law, but that all persons be equally entitled to
protection in their religious liberty." 1 9 Putting aside the fact that the
language itself does not mention state establishments, it is unlikely
that the Maryland delegates were concerned with using the federal
constitution to protect their "religious establishment" because, as dis-
cussed above, Marylanders showed little interest in preserving it
themselves. 120 Similar sentiments were expressed by anti-federalist

117. Id. at 399; THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 62.
118. See Herbert J. Storing, "An Old Whig, no. 5," in 3 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDER-

ALIST supra note 54, at 36-37:
I hope and trust that there are few persons at present hardly enough to enter-
tain thought of creating any religious establishment for this country; although
I have lately read a piece in the newspaper, which speaks of religious as well as
civil and military offices, as being hereafter to be disposed of by the new gov-
ernment; but if a majority of the continental legislature should at any time
think fit to establish a form of religion, for the good people of this continent,
with all the pains and penalties which in other countries are annexed to the
establishment of a national church, what is there in the proposed constitution
to hinder their doing so? Nothing; for we have no bill of rights, and every thing
therefore is in their power and at their discretion.

Id.
119. See THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 11. According to Leonard

Levy, the proposal failed, not because the federalist majority disagreed with its sub-
stance, but because they "wished to ratify unconditionally for the purpose of demon-
strating confidence in the new system of government." LEVY, supra note 44, at 69.

120. See CuRRY, supra note 54, at 153-58 (noting that Maryland voters rejected a
proposed assessment in 1785).
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"Centinel," who wrote in the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer in
November 1787:

[B]ut there is no declaration, that all men have a natural and
unalienable right to worship Almighty God according to the
dictates of their consciences and understanding; and that no
man ought, or of right can be compelled to attend any relig-
ious worship, or erect or support any place of worship, or
maintain any ministry, contrary to, or against his own free
will and consent; and that no authority can or ought to be
vested in, or assumed by any power whatever, that shall in
any case interfere with, or any manner [control], the right of
conscience in the free exercise of worship. 12 1

Interestingly, a majority of the religious proposals came from
states that already had abolished religious establishments and guar-
anteed religious conscience in their constitutions (e.g., Virginia, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, New York), so their calls cannot be inter-
preted as seeking to protect existing state establishments. For exam-
ple, the Virginia convention proposed a federal amendment affirming
an "unalienable right to the free exercise of religion according to the
dictates of conscience, and that no particular religious sect or society
ought to be favored or established by Law in preference to others."12 2

North Carolina, also lacking a religious establishment, proposed an
amendment that tracked the language of Virginia's. 12 3

Only two proposals arguably indicated concerns for protecting ex-
isting state establishments from federal interference. New Hamp-
shire, one of the three states with active establishments, proposed
that "Congress shall make no Laws touching Religion, or to infringe
the rights of Conscience," language similar to that offered by Samuel
Livingston during the House debate. 124 However, there is no legisla-
tive history of the New Hampshire proposal to explain whether its lan-
guage expressed only a national concern or a federalism one, too.12 5

The other "federalism" sounding proposal came from the Pennsylvania
minority, which unsuccessfully proposed:

The rights of conscience shall be held inviolable, and neither
the legislative, executive, not judicial powers of the United
States shall have authority to alter, abrogate, or infringe any

121. Herbert J. Storing, "Letters of Centinel" Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer,
Nov. 7, 1787, in, 2 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST, supra note 54, at 152.

122. Virginia Ratifying Convention, Proposed Amendments No. 20, in 5 FOUNDERS'
CONSTITUTION, supra note 75, at 89.

123. THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 12, 13.

124. Id at 12.
125. See LEVY, supra note 44, at 70; DRKEMAN, supra note 92, at 65.
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part of the constitutions of the several states, which provide
for the preservation of liberty in matters of religion. 12 6

Despite its reference to preserving state constitutions, it is diffi-
cult to interpret this proposal as intending to protect state establish-
ments from federal intermeddling. First, Pennsylvania did not have
an assessment system in 1787 and had even abolished its religious
test for public officeholding the previous year.' 27 Possibly, the Penn-
sylvania minority was unselfishly seeking to protect the moribund re-
ligious establishment in neighboring Maryland, but such is unlikely.
Second, the very language of the proposal indicates a desire to pre-
serve the ability of states to protect "liberty in matters of religion," not
religious establishments which, outside of New England, were consid-
ered inconsistent with religious liberty, particularly in Pennsylvania
with its long history of religious tolerance.' 28 Thus, the Pennsylvania
petition is of no help.

If the New England states had been concerned with preserving
their existing state establishments, then it seems they would have
made express proposals to secure them from federal intermeddling, or
at least offered proposals with language that avoided calling their sys-
tems "establishments." But Massachusetts and Connecticut ratified
the Constitution without making such calls. 12 9 Contrary to the feder-
alism interpretation, the theme that emerges from the various propos-
als for religious amendments is one of protecting religious conscience
and equality that, for many early Americans like Thomas Tredwell,
also included the freedom from forced religious taxation.' 30

Of course, the absence of express calls for preserving state estab-
lishments during ratification does not mean that such concerns did
not exist or arise by the time the first Congress began considering pro-
posed amendments to the Constitution. As mentioned, advocates of a
federalism interpretation rely heavily on the sequence of remarks and
proposals in the House debates. Upon closer inspection, however, the
debates do not indicate a consensus for protecting existing state estab-

126. THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 12.
127. See Letter from Benjamin Rush to Richard Price (April 22, 1786), in 4 FOUN-

DERS' CONSTITUTION, supra note 75, at 636 ("I am very happy in being able to inform you
that the test law was so far repealed a few weeks ago in Pennsylvania").

128. See generally, J. WILLIAM FROST, A PERFECT FREEDOM: RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN
PENNSYLVANIA (1990).

129. The minority in the Massachusetts convention did propose an amendment to
the effect that the "Constitution be never construed to authorize Congress to infringe
the just liberty of the press, or the rights of conscience." THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS,
supra note 48, at 12.

130. See Laycock, supra note 79, at 917 ("[Tlhere were widespread objections to tax
support for churches .... This opposition forced the Framers' generation to think about
the tax issue. Once they thought about it, they concluded that any form of tax support
for churches violated religious liberty").
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lishments. Such "agreement" is derived by reading meaning back into
vague statements by the representatives from the ultimate "federal-
ism-friendly language": "touching" or "respecting."

According to the Daily Advertiser, on June 9, 1789, James
Madison made a "long and able speech" introducing his promised
amendments to the Constitution. 13 1 It was not until August 15, how-
ever, that the House, meeting as a committee of the whole, considered
what would become the First Amendment. 1 32

As support for the federalism interpretation, Professor Snee notes
that Madison introduced two amendments, his fourth and fifth, that
dealt expressly with religion.' 3 3 The fourth, which would evolve into
the First Amendment, was to be inserted into Article I, section 9 of the
Constitution and provided: "[tihe civil rights of none shall be abridged
on account of religious belief or worship, nor shall any national relig-
ion be established, nor shall the full and equal rights of conscience be
in any manner, or on any pretext, infringed."13 4

Madison's second proposed religious amendment (his fifth over-
all), to be inserted in Article I, section 10, provided that: "No State
shall violate the equal rights of conscience, or the freedom of the press,
or the trial by jury in criminal cases." 13 5 Professor Snee argues that
the significant difference between the former proposed amendment,
which restricts federal power, and the latter amendment, which re-
stricts state power, is the prohibition on an establishment. 13 6 This
proves two things, according to Professor Snee. First, the lack of a
prohibition on state establishments in the latter amendment indicates
that the former was only intended to affect federal actions and leave
state establishments inviolate. 137 When this difference is read in con-
junction with Madison's proposal that ultimately became the Tenth
Amendment, 138 "it is clear that he concedes to the states power over
religious matters which he would deny to the federal Government." 13 9

Second, Professor Snee argues that Madison distinguished between
rights of conscience, which he believed should be protected at both the

131. Daily Advertiser, June 9, 1789, at 2, in THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra
note 48, at 57. See also 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 448 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789).

132. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 757 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789)..
133. See Snee, supra note 19, at 379-82.
134. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 451 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789).
135. Id. at 452.
136. Snee, supra note 19, at 379-82.
137. Id.
138. "The powers not delegated by this Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the

States, are reserved to the States respectively." 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 453 (Joseph Gales
ed., 1789).

139. Snee, supra note 19, at 380.
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federal and state levels, and nonestablishment, which must serve
some separate value. 140

This focus on the difference between the two proposals proves too
much. The fact that Madison saw his first proposal as prohibiting
only establishments at the federal level does not mean that he viewed
that amendment (which became the First Amendment) as having any
role in preserving existing state establishments. The second proposal
restricting state violations of rights of conscience (sans an establish-
ment prohibition) is merely consistent with Madison's fundamental
belief that the Constitution had only limited enumerated powers
which did not include the regulation of most state functions, including
state establishments. There is no question that Madison opposed all
religious establishments, both state and federal, and it is more likely
that he believed, based on the trend in the several states, that state
establishments were dying out and would be eliminated by later state
constitutional revision (which they were).' 4 1 The battle over the few
existing state establishments was not worth the political capital. Sec-
ond, it is also undisputed that Madison tied freedom of conscience to
disestablishment, as did the religious dissenters in New England. 142

Whether Madison viewed violations of conscience as more troubling
than establishments (and thus worthy of universal prohibition) misses
the point that he considered violations of religious conscience as a pri-
mary attribute of establishments. The fact that Madison believed that
rights of conscience encompassed more than notions of nonestablish-
ment (e.g., religious exercise), such that it was important to mention
both values, does not mean that he viewed the two concepts as distinct
and unrelated. Madison, like the vast majority of early Americans,
considered rights of conscience and religious disestablishment to be
closely intertwined. Perhaps Madison hoped to plant a seed that
would grow into universal disestablishment by first creating a recog-
nized right of conscience. This interpretation is much more consistent
with Madison's overall vision of church and state than one that sug-
gests intent to preserve state religious establishments. 143

When finally considered by the House on August 15, Madison's
proposed fourth amendment (what became the First Amendment) had
been revised to read: "no religion shall be established by law, nor shall

140. Id. at 381.
141. "Fortunately for this commonwealth, a majority of the people are decidedly

against any exclusive establishment. I believe it to be so in the other states. There is
not a shadow of right in the general government to intermeddle with religion. Its least
interference with it, would be a most flagrant usurpation." 3 ELLIOT's DEBATES, supra
note 54, at 330.

142. See MEMORIAL AND REMONSTRANCE, supra note 78, at 1, 8,15; Isaac Backus,
A History of New England 1774-75, in 6 FOUNDER'S CONSTITUTION, supra note 76, at 65.

143. See generally MEMORIAL AND REMONSTRANCE, supra note 78.
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the equal rights of conscience be infringed." 144 Various members sug-
gested changes to the proposed language, with Elbridge Gerry of Mas-
sachusetts offering narrowing language to read "no religious doctrine
shall be established by law."1 4 5 Such language, if adopted, would
have made the federal Establishment Clause consistent with the ex-
isting practice in Massachusetts of a multiple, nonpreferential estab-
lishment, but his suggestion indicates no purpose to protect that
state's religious establishment from federal oversight.

The two statements that most support a federalism interpretation
are those by Peter Sylvester of New York and Benjamin Huntington of
Connecticut. As related in the Annals, Sylvester said he "had some
doubts of the propriety of the mode of expression used in this para-
graph; he apprehended that is was liable to a construction different
from what had been made by the committee. He feared it might be
thought to have a tendency to abolish religion altogether."146

After several unrelated statements by other members, primarily
offering stylistic alterations, Huntington stated that he agreed with
Sylvester's sentiments that the proposed language could "be taken in
such latitude as to be extremely hurtful to the cause of religion."' 4 7

While concurring with Madison's interpretation of the proposed
amendment as ensuring sect equality and rights of conscience, 14 8

Huntington expressed fear that others might interpret the amend-
ment differently:

The ministers of their congregations to the Eastward
[i.e., New England], were maintained by the contributions of
those who belonged to their society; the expense of building
meeting-houses was contributed by the same manner. These
things were regulated by bye-laws. If an action was brought
before a Federal Court on any of these cases, the person who
had neglected to perform his engagements could not be com-
pelled to do it; for a support of ministers, or building places of
worship might be construed into a religious establishment.

By the charter of Rhode-Island, no religion could be es-
tablished by law, he could give a history of the effects of such
a regulation; indeed the people were now enjoying the blessed
fruits of it. He hoped, therefore, the amendment would be
made in such as way as to secure the rights of conscience, and

144. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 757 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789).
145. Id. at 757-59.
146. Id. at 757.
147. Id. at 758.
148. In response to the various comments, Madison said "he apprehended the mean-

ing of the words to be, that Congress should not establish a religion, and enforce the
legal observation of it by law, nor compel men to worship God in any manner contrary to
their conscience." Id.
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a free exercise of the rights of religion, but not to patronize
those who professed no religion at all.14 9

Huntington's statement is the only clear reference to existing
state establishments and indicates a concern that the proposed Estab-
lishment Clause could be interpreted to prohibit federal courts from
enforcing commitments to pay state religious assessments. Although
it expresses a federalism concern, it is of a narrow nature-of ensur-
ing that federal courts give full faith and credit to state legal obliga-
tions-not of a more general fear that Congressional authority
pursuant to the treaty power, the necessary and proper clause, or the
tax and spending clauses could be used to undermine state establish-
ments. The focus of Huntington's concern is external, on the operation
of the federal courts, not internal, on potential Congressional interfer-
ence with state assessment systems. His statement calls for protec-
tion for state establishments, nonetheless. 1 50

Sylvester's remarks cannot be so interpreted, however. Sylvester
was from New York, where no establishment existed, so his concern
about "abolishing religion altogether" cannot necessarily be inter-
preted as fearing the abolition of existing state establishments (i.e.,
"religion").15 1 Rather, it is more likely he was concerned that a prohi-
bition on religious establishment could be interpreted to forbid gov-
ernment activities such as days of prayer or church incorporations and
was therefore "anti-religious." Because Sylvester's statements are
ambiguous, at least with respect to protecting existing state establish-
ments, only Huntington's can be considered pro-federalism.

Madison responded to Huntington by offering to insert the word
"national" in the clause, such that the proposal would read: "no na-
tional religion shall be established by law." 1 5 2 Whether Madison saw
his new proposal as protecting the existing New England establish-
ments or merely again emphasizing the lack of national authority over
religion, the idea was nixed by a hyper-sensitive Gerry who objected to
the notion of declaring a national government, as opposed to a federal
one.' 5 3 The remainder of Madison's response to Huntington, however,
indicates that he did not view federalism as an overriding concern.
Instead, Madison again offered a substantive interpretation of the
proposed clause:

149. Id.
150. Huntington's statement indicates, however, that he (like his fellow members of

the Massachusetts standing order) did not view the financial "support of ministers" or
"places of worship" as constituting a religious establishment. Id.

151. Id. at 757.
152. Id. at 758.
153. Id. at 759.
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He believed that the people feared one sect might obtain a
pre-eminence, or two combine together, and establish a relig-
ion to which they would compel others to conform; he thought
if the word national was introduced, it would point the
amendment directly to the object it was intended to
prevent. 1

54

In essence, Madison offered a narrow, substantive interpretation
of nonestablishment in response to Huntington's concern that the
clause could become a weapon for those who "professed no religion at
all" and sought to avoid their financial obligations. The purpose of the
amendment was to prevent dominance by any one sect or a union of
sects, out of concern that they could "compel others to conform" (again,
a reference to rights of conscience), not to cleanse society of all things
religious (i.e., "partroniz[ing] those who professed no religion"). 15 5

Madison, of course, privately believed that multiple establishments
also violated rights of conscience, though he viewed combinations as a
greater threat, but since Huntington viewed things differently, both
could agree that the prevention of sect preference or dominance would
protect rights of conscience. Nevertheless, the gist of Madison's re-
sponse was rather to the prevention of sect dominance, than to the
protection of state establishments. In that Madison was the floor
manager of the proposed amendment, his perception of the point of
contention should be given the benefit of the doubt. Madison's percep-
tion is supported by the fact that no other member rose to second
Huntington's concerns. 156  Essentially, it is as plausible that
Madison's remarks about sect equality accurately reflect the overrid-
ing issue of the House debates, not federalism.

At that point, Samuel Livermore of New Hampshire stated that
he was not satisfied with the proposed amendment but did not care "to
dwell long on the subject."1 57 Livermore then offered the New Hamp-
shire convention's religious proposal: "[Clongress shall make no laws
touching religion, or infringing the rights of conscience." 158 Coming
after Madison's response to Huntington, Livermore's proposal could be
interpreted as an attempt to address the latter's federalism concerns.
Livermore did not provide an explanation for (or interpretation of) his
proposal, so it is not clear whether he was responding to Huntington's
states-rights concern, to the broader substantive statements by other
members, or merely seeking to move things along by offering his

154. Id. at 758-59.
155. Id. at 758.
156. See Laycock, supra note 79, at 890 (stating that there is no evidence that a

majority of the members supported Huntington's proposal).
157. 1 ANNALs OF CONG. 759 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789).
158. Id.
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state's proposal. However, both the Daily Advertiser and New-York
Daily Gazette quoted Livermore as also stating that while he believed
Madison's original proposal ("no religion shall be established by law")
and his language meant the same thing, "yet the former might seem to
wear an ill face and was subject to misconstruction." 15 9 In this light,
Livermore's proposal does not appear to be a substantive alteration to
Madison's language in an attempt to clarify the federalism issue but
more of a stylistic change.

The House, still meeting as a committee of the whole, then
adopted Livermore's putatively pro-federalism language.160 However,
five days later Fisher Ames of Massachusetts moved the language be
altered to say: "[C]ongress shall make no law establishing religion, or
to prevent the free exercise thereof, or to infringe the rights of con-
science." 16 1 The House approved Ames' proposal without apparent
discussion and sent the amendment to the Senate for its considera-
tion. 162 What is most obvious from Ames' language is the omission of
the "no laws touching religion" language that could be interpreted as
being protective of state establishments. Professor Bradley claims
that the change in wording is insignificant-that because Ames' lan-
guage was adopted without debate, the members must have under-
stood the new version also to protect state establishments from federal
interference. 16 3 But federalism proponents cannot have it both
ways-emphasizing the significance of express language in one in-
stance (Livermore's proposal) but ignoring its omission in another
(Ames'). If federalism had been the dominate concern in the selection
of Livermore's wording, then it seems that such supportive language
would have been retained in the ultimate version, particularly when
the alteration was offered by a member from a state with a religious
establishment. That assumes, however, that a House majority was
concerned about protecting existing state establishments and viewed
the First Amendment as accomplishing this primary purpose.

Recorded debates of the Senate considerations do not exist. All
meaning must be gleaned from the various proposals contained in the

159. "He observed that tho' the sense of both provisions was the same, yet the for-
mer might seem to wear an ill face and was subject to misconstruction." DAILY ADVER-
TISER, Aug. 17, 1789, p.2, col. 1; NEW-YORK DAILY GAZETTE, Aug. 18, 1789, p. 798, col. 4,
in THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 61.

160. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 759 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789).

161. Id. at 796.
162. The final House passed version modified Ames' proposal to read: "Congress

shall make no law establishing religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, not
shall the rights of conscience be infringed." HousE JOURNAL, Aug. 21 1787, at 107.

163. "In passing Ames's proposal instead of Livermore's without extended debate,
the motivation of Livermore's proposal to leave state regimes undisturbed no doubt un-
derlay the Ames language." BRADLEY, supra note 27, at 92.
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Senate Journal. What those proposals reveal are various alterations
to the House proposal of a substantive nature, not of a jurisdictional
manner. The handful of proposed substitutes were in line with that
offered by Eldrige Gerry to limit the substantive impact of the amend-
ment, e.g., preventing establishments of "one religious sect or society
in preference to others.1 6 4 Each of these narrow substitutes was re-
jected. But none of the Senate proposals contain language that could
be construed, like that offered by Livermore, to indicate a concern to
protect existing state establishments.

On September 9, 1789, the Senate finally adopted language pro-
viding "Congress shall make no law establishing articles of faith, or a
mode of worship, or prohibiting the free exercise of religion ....
The author or movant of this final version is unknown, though the
language is reminiscent of Elbridge Gerry's more limited proposal in
the House, which expressed a substantive, not a jurisdictional, con-
cern. The House objected to the Senate's version and called for a con-
ference committee to resolve the differences on the religion
amendment, among others. 166 Madison, Roger Sherman of Connecti-
cut and John Vining of Delaware represented the House while the
Senate appointed Oliver Ellsworth of Connecticut, William Paterson
of New Jersey and Charles Carroll of Maryland; 167 however, before
the committee met the Senate "recede[d]" from their language for the
First Amendment. 168 Out of the committee emerged the familiar lan-

164. 1 SENATE JOURNAL, at 70 (Sept. 3, 1789). Other substantive proposals that
would have limited the breadth of the House version included:
"Congress shall not make any law infringing the rights of conscience, or establishing
any religious sect or society" Id., and "Congress shall make no law establishing any
particular denomination of religion in preference to another." Id.
These passed in the negative.

165. See THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 6.
166. HOUSE JOURNAL, at 146.
167. THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 6-7. Too much can be made

from the fact that several of the members of the conference committee-Sherman, Ells-
worth and Carroll-were from states with religious establishments. See BRADLEY,
supra note 27, at 89-91. Bradley asserts that Ellsworth was an orthodox Congregation-
alist and supported "the public enforcement of the truth of Christianity." Id. at 89. To
be sure, during the ratification debate in Connecticut, Ellsworth expressed support for
laws prohibiting blasphemy and "professed atheism." But many supporters of disestab-
lishment such as Isaac Backus also supported Sabbath and blasphemy laws for the bet-
terment of civil society. Only the most forward thinkers viewed sumptuary laws as
violations of religious conscience. In addition, Ellsworth's remarks, published in the
Connecticut Courant, reveal attitudes that were hardly "orthodox," with him arguing
against religious tests as attributes of establishments and claiming that "[clivil govern-
ment has no business to meddle with the private opinions of the people." See A Land-
owner VII, in 1 THE DEBATE ON THE CONSTITUTION 521-25 (Barnard Bailyn ed., 1993).
Finally, as mentioned, Maryland's establishment was on its death-bed, and unlikely to
be revived. Charles Carroll had little reason to secure its protection.

168. SENATE JOURNAL, at 142, in THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 7-
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guage of what would become the First Amendment: "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof .... ,"169 The author of this final language-if
one exists rather than many-is lost to history; however, because the
final language more closely tracks earlier House versions (and the
Senate had already acceded the amendment to the House), and
Madison had expressed dissatisfaction with the Senate changes, it
may be assumed that he and the House committee members had
greater say in the ultimate phrasing.170

Considering the House debates and House and Senate entries to-
gether, the argument that federalism was the overriding-or the
sole-concern of the framers is weak. Only Benjamin Huntington's
remarks indicate a desire to protect state religious establishments,
while Livermore's proposal, by his own admission, can be interpreted
several ways. 17 1 In contrast, Madison's remarks, which should be the
best barometer of the atmosphere of the debate, do not reveal a con-
cern with the issue of preserving state establishments. Even if Hunt-
ington's views were representative, they did not find their way into
the House's final version. On the other hand, the bulk of the House
debate, like the proposals reported in the Senate Journal, went to the
substance of the religion amendment -of whether the amendment
would be limited to prohibiting only sect preference or would encom-
pass some broader notion of nonestablishment. 17 2 The issues repre-
sented in the debates (and inferentially drawn from the rejected
Senate proposals) are similar to those that were expressed during the
ratification debate: protecting rights of conscience, which included
freedom from religious assessments; prohibiting enforcement of any
religious doctrines; and preventing the preference for any sect at the
expense of others. 173 But as with the 1787-88 calls for a constitutional

169. HOUSE JOURNAL, at 152; SENATE JOURNAL, at 145, in THE COMPLETE BILL OF
RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 8-9.

170. See BRADLEY, supra note 27, at 94 (discussing Madison's frustration with the
Senate's version of the religion amendment).

171. Laycock, supra note 79, at 890 (noting that there is "no evidence that the ma-
jority [of House members) shared [Huntington's] views").

172. See id. at 908 ('Nothing supports the notion that [the framers] did not under-
stand the familiar language they proposed. Rather, these examples suggest that when
the Framers debated the details of the religion clauses, their views on religious liberty
were more salient than their views on federalism").

173. Mr. Carroll-As the rights of conscience are, in their nature, of peculiar deli-
cacy, and will little bear the gentlest touch of governmental hand; and as many sects
have concurred in opinion that they are not well secured under the present constitution,
he said he was much in favor of adopting the words." 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 757 (Joseph
Gales ed., 1789).

Mr. Madison--"[H]e apprehended the meaning of the words to be, that Congress
should not establish a religion, and enforce the legal observations of it by law, nor com-
pel men to worship God in any manner contrary to their conscience .... He believed
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amendment, protecting existing state religious establishments did not
appear to be an overriding concern. Rather, the general consensus
was that establishments were oppressive; people simply disagreed
over what constituted an oppressive establishment.

That many within Congress did not view a religion amendment as
particularly necessary or effective and that they offered primarily sty-
listic changes to the language does not mean that they paid no atten-
tion to the substance of the proposals before them.' 7 4 The various
proposals rejected by the Senate suggest otherwise, and Madison and
the House apparently thought enough of their language to insist on it
against the weaker Senate version.17 5 Moreover, the fact that the
framers could not agree on what constituted an infringement on rights
of conscience-of whether a general assessment was as coercive as an
assessment under an exclusive system-does not mean that agree-
ment was impossible on general principles. 17 6 Advocates of the feder-
alism interpretation have imposed an unfair burden of consensus on
the framers, one colored by modern disagreements over specific appli-
cations of the Establishment Clause. It is sufficient that the framers
agreed on broad principles while leaving their disagreements over spe-
cific issues for another day.17 7 This lack of clarity or focus, however, is
not the same thing as indifference to principles. As Maryland Repre-
sentative Daniel Carroll remarked during the House debate, "[hie
would not contend with gentlemen about phraseology, his object was
to secure the substance in such a manner as to satisfy the wishes of
the honest part of the community." 178 Similarly, the undeniable fact
that the framers understood the Establishment Clause as being effec-
tive against the federal government only does not mean that they pur-
posefully designed the clause to protect existing state religious
establishments. The record simply does not support such a
conclusion.

that the people feared one sect might obtain a pre-eminence, or two combine together,
and establish a religion to which they would compel others to conform." Id. at 758.

174. Mr. Carroll-"He would not contend with gentlemen about phraseology, his ob-
ject was to secure the substance in such a manner as to satisfy the wishes of the honest
part of the community." 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 758.

175. HOUSE JOURNAL, at 146, in THE COMPLETE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 48, at 6.

176. See Conkle, supra note 26, at 1134-35 ("As a statement of general principle, the
Establishment Clause would not have been enacted. As a statement of federalism, it
was widely supported").

177. This is particularly true since many viewed the federal amendments as redun-
dant and/or unnecessary.

178. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 758 (Joseph Gales ed., 1789).
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III. THE INHERENT DANGERS OF HISTORICAL
INTERPRETATION

/All construction of the meaning of the Constitution, is dan-
gerous or unnatural, and therefore ought to be avoided.179

Justice Rutledge once remarked that "[n]o provision of the Consti-
tution is more closely tied to or given content by its generating history
than the religion clause of the First Amendment."18 0 Certainly, a pe-
rusal of the Court's church-state holdings, not to mention the scholar-
ship concerning those holdings, reveals a heavy reliance on historical
interpretation.' 8 '

The drawbacks to primary reliance on historical records are
many. First, it must be recognized that the historical record of any
period-the constitutional period being no exception-is always in-
complete. We have only those documents that have survived the
ravages of time and have been transcribed, compiled and published.
There can be no doubt that other important, unrecorded conversations
and discussions about the purpose and meaning of the Establishment
Clause took place during the House committee on style (which
Madison chaired), in the House debates, and in the Senate debate that
accompanied the proposals recorded in the Senate Journal. And this
does not include the possible host of letters, pamphlets, and important
notations written on loose pieces of paper that are lost to time. In
addition, the records that do exist may be woefully inaccurate, as they
were transcribed by people who made mistakes and self-edited as they
went along (not to mention allegations that the transcriber for the An-
nals was frequently inebriated).' 8 2 Madison stated that the accuracy
of the reported debates of the first Congress was "'not to be relied
on.:'"

The face of the debates [shows) that they are defective, and
desultory, where not revised, or written out [by] the Speak-
ers. In some instances, he makes them inconsistent with
themselves, by erroneous reports of their speeches at differ-

179. Id. at 574 (quote by Elbridge Gerry).
180. See Everson, 330 U.S. at 33 (Rutledge, J., dissenting).
181. See Everson, 330 U.S. at 8-15; id. at 33-43 (Rutledge, J., dissenting); McColum,

333 U.S. at 213-25 (Frankfurter, J., concurring ); id., at 244-48 (Reed, J., dissenting);
McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 431-47 (1961); id. at 484-95 (Frankfurter, J., con-
curring); Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421, 425-30 (1962); Dist. Of Abington Township v.
Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 254, 266 (1963) (Brennan, J., concurring); Marsh v. Chambers,
463 U.S. 783, 787-89 (1983); Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 92-106 (Rehnquist, J.,
dissenting).

182. See James H. Hutson, The Creation of the Constitution: The Integrity of the
Documentary Record, 65 TEX. L. REV. 1, 36-38 (1986) (discussing the excessive drinking
of the reporter, Thomas Lloyd, and relating that his notes were "frequently 'garbled' and
that he neglected to report speeches whose texts are known to exist elsewhere").
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ent times on the same subject. [The reporter] was indolent
and sometimes filled up blanks in his notes from memory or
imagination.

18 3

Finally, remarks contained within documents whose accuracy can
be presumed can easily be misunderstood. The framers used terms
and phrases familiar to the late eighteenth century, and frequently
employed rhetoric that was intentionally vague or duplicitious (or, at
times, was merely sloppy).' 8 4 Therefore, the precise meanings of re-
corded statements may be ambiguous at best.' 8 5 In addition, persua-
sive evidence exists that the framers believed that constitutional
interpretation should be drawn from the express language of the docu-
ment, not from the statements of those who drafted the language.' 8 6

Thus, as Justice Brennan once remarked, "[a] too literal quest for the
advice of the Founding Fathers upon the issues of these cases
seems ... futile and misdirected." 18 7

What does this say about the value of the historical record for
modern religion clause interpretation? First and foremost, historians
and lawyers must resist drawing conclusions from express language.
As Thomas Curry has written, "the meaning of the First Amendment
must arise out of its historical context rather then from a literalist
reading [of the documentary record] ."188 That context, moreover,
must be viewed in its entirety, and not by emphasizing particular
"facts" (e.g., that six states maintained "religious establishments") in-
dependent from their contemporary meaning. Third, historians and
lawyers should avoid scouring the record for answers to modern ques-
tions that the framers may not have asked. The framers must also be
afforded the privilege we give to modern politicians of being obtuse,
ambiguous, insincere, incomplete, and contradictory in their rhetoric.

This does not mean, however, that no meaning can be drawn from
history. Recurring and consistent statements that reflect broad prin-

183. See Letters from James Madison to Edward Everett (Jan. 7, 1832), quoted in
Hutson, supra note 182, at 38.

184. See Laycock, supra note 25, at 413.
185. Schempp, 374 U.S. at 237 (Brennan, J., concurring) ( "[Tihe historical record is

at best ambiguous, and statements can readily be found to support either side of the
proposition. The ambiguity of history is understandable if we recall the nature of the
problems uppermost in the thinking of the statesmen who fashioned the religious guar-
antees; they were concerned with far more flagrant intrusions of government into the
realm of religion than any that our century has witnessed").

186. See H. Jefferson Powell, The Original Understanding of Original Intent, 98
HARv. L. REV. 885, 903 (1985) ("The framers shared the traditional common law view-
so foreign to much hermeneutical thought in more recent years-that the import of the
document they were framing would be determined by reference to the intrinsic meaning
of its words or through the usual judicial process of case-by-case interpretation").

187. Schempp, 374 U.S. at 237 (Brennan, J., concurring).
188. CURRY, supra note 54, at 222.
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ciples or points of consensus can be instructive for modern application
of the religion clauses. Those principles that emerge from the ratifica-
tion debate and drafting of the Bill of Rights include concerns for
rights of conscience, no compelled support of religion, no delegation of
government authority to religious institutions, and equal treatment of
all sects. In essence, "our use of the history of their time must limit
itself to broad principles, not specific practices."1 8 9

As a result, arguments that the framers of the religion clauses
failed to reach a consensus on a substantive understanding, such that
the only point of consensus was to protect existing state religious es-
tablishments, is misdirected. This argument sets up a proverbial
"straw-man" that can be conveniently knocked down in order to prove
that the framers intended either this or that practice to prohibited or
allowed under the First Amendment. Rather, it is not necessary that
the framers reached any particular consensus on the meaning and/or
application of the religion clauses; it is sufficient that they agreed on
broad, general principles and viewed the Establishment Clause as fa-
cilitating those ends. As Thomas Curry has summed up those shared
concerns:

[Tihe people of almost every state that ratified the First
Amendment believed that religion should be maintained and
supported voluntarily. They saw government attempts to or-
ganize and regulate such support as a usurpation of power
and a violation of liberty of conscience and free exercise of
religion, and as falling within the scope of what they termed
an establishment of religion. 190

Protecting existing state religious establishments from federal in-
terference through the First Amendment does not appear to have been
one of those shared concerns.

189. Schempp, 374 U.S. at 241 (Brennan, J., concurring).
190. CURRY, supra note 54, at 222.
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